TRENDS TO HELP
BRANDS STAY AHEAD
OF WHAT'S HAPPENING
IN INDIA.
Fifth in a series of six reports

Red Lab brings you
the conversations
that are trending
and what marketers
need to keep an eye
on, curating from the
various resources.

Source: Twitter trends with inputs from Red Lab

Rediﬀusion's specialized consumer
research and analysis wing,
Rediﬀusion Consumer Lab (Red Lab)
is proud to share this research
with you.
Red Lab specializes in consumer
understanding, consumer behavior,
and trend spotting to come up with
actionable business intelligence
which can lead to brand solutions.

THE WORLD IS
CHANGING FAST.

DISCOVER WHAT’S
HAPPENING IN INDIA.

But how fast?
And where is it all going?

Through the following trends
and know more about how brands
are leading or piggybacking on it.

The topic covered in this report is Tech Life. In the next and the last report,
My Identity will be covered. The earlier reports in this series were based on
Wellbeing, Creator Culture, Everyday Wonder, and One Planet.

TECH
LIFE
Inspiring a better-connected life

Widespread integration of tech into our
everyday lives continues to inspire a new
dialogue about the way we live, work, and
create. Technology is getting ingrained
into all aspects of our lives and is helping
create a better-integrated future.

EVOLVING TRENDS:
Tech Communication
Increased role of technology in our lives
Tech for good
Improving society through tech

Smarter living
Making life easy

TECH COMMUNICATION

Increased role of technology in our lives

Technology has been incorporated into every
aspect of our lives and is now indispensable to us.
It has helped in facilitating easier communication
and interaction with people - anytime, anywhere.
When the pandemic locked us up in our homes,
isolation, detachment, a lack of a sense of
community crept in. At this bleak hour, technology
came to our rescue, helping us connect,
collaborate and communicate, virtually reducing
the distances between us.
Source: Economic times April 2020

With zoom birthday parties, facetime
dates, and virtual games of rummy, India
was quickly found ways to stay connected
with each other even the rules of the
lockdown kept us apart. While certain
experiences lost their charm with friends
and family reduced to small squares on the
screen, some new rituals were created to
keep the celebrations going.
To ensure we don’t miss out on
entertainment with friends and family, a lot
of watch party apps and services like
Amazon watch party and surfaced allowing
users to recreate social interactions from
before the pandemic.

+111% GROWTH
As people adopt new technologies seeking
to enhance their increasingly homebound
lives, conversations about its impact are
growing.

+67%

conversations around
“social media”

CONVERSATIONS SHAPING TECH COMMUNICATION
Improved communication
Virtual sessions

Access to information

Tech for social needs

Tech reliance

SMARTER LIVING
Making life easy

As the pandemic continues to drive
homebound living, we’re all searching for
ways to improve our day-to-day lives.
Conversations around tech-at-home are
growing, with people focused on smart
products, connected apps, and virtual
experiences.
A survey titled ‘Embracing Digital: Is
covid-19 the catalyst for lasting change?’
revealed that 51% of respondents in India
have increased their use of digital
technologies and data solutions since the

outbreak of the pandemic. The pandemic,
within days, brought about a change that
brands had been trying to pursue ages.
Quickly, payment wallets and UPI became
our preferred means to pay, online
shopping took over due to the curbs on
mobility, and WhatsApp and virtual
meetings became the only way to stay
connected with friends and family.
86% of Indians have shopped online since
the pandemic. The COVID crises almost
cajoled us into using technology to get the

Source: Live Mint March 2021, Business Insider Dec 2020

work done and though the switch was
forced, this made the late tech adopters the
ease with which things can happen when
we let technology do the heavy lifting.
Technology also helped us eﬀectively ﬁght
the crises at hand, contact tracing apps like
Aarogya Setu assisted in tracking the
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COVID-19 spread and educated people
about the entire situation, reminding them
to take the necessary precautions. Facial
recognition technology has helped in
identifying people accurately even when
they are wearing a mask.
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57% GROWTH

There has been a surge in conversations
around tech that makes our lives easier.

+94%

mentions of “e-commerce”

CONVERSATIONS
CONVERSATIONSSHAPING
SHAPINGENVIRONMENT
SMARTER LIVING
URGENCY
Always-connected
Shopping diﬀerently

Health tracking

Smart homes

Connected entertainment

TECH FOR GOOD

Improving society through tech

With an expanding sense of shared
responsibility for our planet and one
another, tech is taking on more of a
meaningful role in our society. From
MedTech to increased awareness about
cyber security concerns and ethical
hacking, there’s a growing conversation
about the force of tech for good.
Even the world locked up, education did
not stop, they were simply shifted to virtual
classrooms. Patients still had access to their
doctors, their clinics become the apps on
their phones. Philanthropy did not halt; it
just took a digital turn. While technology
played a huge role in keeping us connected

during the pandemic, it also ensured that
people are being to help each other.
Keeping the pandemic aside, a digital
transformation in a lot of industries has
increased the accessibility and aﬀordability
of a lot of services. On 15th August 2020,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced
the launch of the National Digital Health
Mission as a part of his Independence
Day address. This unprecedented
digital initiative is being seen as
the ﬁrst major step towards
Universal Health Coverage
in India.

Source:
The Hindu Business line March 2021,
Financial express July 2021

Starting 2020, Indian universities and
colleges, which were earlier not permitted
to oﬀer more than 20 percent of a degree
online, are now lifting the restrictions on
online learning to widen access to higher
education. The new National Education
Policy (NEP) emphasizes digitization
besides the use of technology in education.
It also focuses on edtech for furthering
education, particularly in rural areas. This

was mainly done to take quality education
to all parts of the country, especially the
Tier-2 and 3 cities and villages. The
government learned that technology has
the power to reach small towns and villages
and provide access to quality teachers. This
was a distant dream but massive tech
disruptions across the country have
successfully executed the mammoth task
that was earlier unimaginable.

+61% GROWTH

+172%

People talk about tech for good during
moments when they see it happening,
creating a ﬂuctuating trend.

mentions of “medtech”

+183%

conversations around “ed-tech”

CONVERSATIONS SHAPING TECH FOR GOOD
Tech ethics
Helping others

MediElectronics
Fitness tracking

Responsible use of social media

HOW BRANDS ARE ACTING
ON ONE PLANET
We’re never lost if we can ﬁnd each other
Amidst the COVID-19 crisis, Facebook has released a brand campaign that delivers a
message that ‘We’re Never Lost if we Can Find Each Other.’ The video is a beautiful
reminder that humans ﬁnd the utmost joy when they are in touch with each other. Despite
the disruption caused by COVID-19, people are ﬁnding ways to stay connected to their
family and friends. This video is proof that portrays real stories and user content from
around the world. Furthermore, the ad aims to promote Facebook’s Community tool
dedicated to COVID-19 – Community Help. People can make use of this tool to help people
who need help during this coronavirus pandemic.
Watch the video: bit.ly/Redlab-Facebook

Even When We Can’t Be Close, We Can Be Together
Vodafone launched a new TV ad spot that is created entirely from home. Vodafone
connected creative directors and professionals along with their families, using Vodafone’s
Giga network to create an ad that highlights that “Even when we can’t be close, we can be
together.”
The best Italian advertising directors were brought together to ﬁlm scenes in their homes. In
addition, they also directed a few Vodafone customers using smartphones and web
cameras.
The ad goes on to show how people are learning together, relaxing together, cooking
together, and importantly staying connected in these testing times.
Watch the video: bit.ly/Redlab-Vodafone

Love will ﬁnd a way
Bumble launched an integrated digital campaign ‘Love Will Find A Way’ that celebrates the
importance of love, hope, and resilience as the lockdown begins to slowly ease in India.
Bumble’s campaign is brought to life through a hero ﬁlm which is an exploration of virtual
dating. The campaign has been further ampliﬁed by a variety of engaging social, content
partnerships, and inﬂuencer activations.
Bumble has seen a signiﬁcant rise in the use of its video chat and voice calling feature
within the app. In India alone, the app has had a 38 percent increase in video calls from
March to May 2020.
Watch the video: bit.ly/Redlab-bumble
Source: Branding forum May 2021,
Campaign India May, Sept 2021
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